judywoodruff: What's #NextCA? Check out @NextCAorg & http://t.co/fytRdjh | Deliberative Opinion Poll: how Californians view governance http://t.co/xFm6gyI
5 hours ago retweet

drne: "politics was all about reconciling competing interests, at every level." http://bit.ly/kZb7Ht #NextCA
2 days ago retweet

newamericaca: My colleague @joemmathews shares his observations from the #nextca deliberative poll: http://ow.ly/StuOD
2 days ago 2 retweet

westcenter: Stay tuned. What's Next California? deliberative poll gave unique opportunity to hear citizens. @NextCAorg | nextca.org | #NextCA
3 days ago retweet

barteldarcy: Thanks A Lot, Jerry Brown: Amazon Cancels California Contracts http://tiny.cc/37dhr #cabudget #tlot #nextca #jerrybrown http://ff.im/GUm9b
3 days ago 5 retweet

barracudasf: #NextCA This is conceived as a new thoughtful balanced way to bring citizen involvement to governance 100 years after the initiative started
3 days ago retweet

barracudasf: Result #2: +9% for publishing top 5 donors to initiative campaigns; opposition up for any legislative involvement in prop process #NextCA
3 days ago retweet

westcenter: RT @NewAmericaCA: . @jfishkin: We put the whole state in one room where it could think about these issues #nextca (for issues: nextca.org)
3 days ago retweet

westcenter: Following live-tweeting of presentation of initial results from What’s Next California? deliberative poll @CWClub @NextCA
drernie: Deliberative Democracy at The Commonwealth Club: results from #NextCA (@ 595 Market Street) http://4sq.com/mCaVLr
barracudasf: #NextCA deliberative poll results (@Commonwealth Club) http://4sq.com/mGltfJ
3 days ago retweet

newamericaca: Heading to @cwclub for @nextcaorg poll results. Will be live tweeting a bit, but follow #nextca for additional coverage. http://t.co/B0YKSlf
3 days ago retweet

newamericaca: "Perhaps Californians don't understand what their legislature is up to." http://ow.ly/St2eY #nextca
3 days ago retweet

nextcaorg: RT @intellitics: Look forward to hearing #nextca preliminary results at @cwclub tomorrow: http://t.co/B0YKSlf
3 days ago retweet

nextcaorg: Citizens Weigh in on California's Future http://t.co/jqnXinf #NextCA via @KQED
4 days ago retweet

newamericaca: "Limiting the power of the legislature has been the defining idea behind ballot initiatives & reform for years." http://ow.ly/Srbs8 #nextca
5 days ago retweet

cruickshank: RT @FixCalifornia: If you agree taxes need to be raised on richest 1% sign this letter to Gov Brown http://bit.ly/iBLIXj #cabudget #nextca
5 days ago retweet

nextcaorg: #NextCA video with Jim Fishkin, Ctr for Deliberative Democracy @Stanford, on 3rd/final day of Delib Poll http://ow.ly/Sq1O #cagov
5 days ago retweet

nextcaorg: Heartfelt thanks 2 the participants, observers, sponsors & hosts of the What's #NextCA Deliberative Poll!
6 days ago retweet
**fixcalifornia**: Mortgage deduction drove up CA housing costs magnifying unfairness of Prop 13. Both need overhaul for next gen. Watching #nextca from afar

6 days ago  retweet
patwater: Epic Quote: "I'll pay my high California taxes. I call it the 'weather tax.' I just want some accountability." #nextca
6 days ago retweet

kathayccc: 2 commercial prop owners in #nextca grp r willing to pay their fair share of taxes if #prop13 changd. http://yfrog.com /gykwddvj
6 days ago retweet

newamericaca: #nextca participant: Not going to give legislature more $ now bc they can't manage it or run the state! No new taxes! Cut legis pay!
6 days ago retweet

newamericaca: #nextca participant: we're all gonna have to pay to get out of this mess. #prop13
6 days ago retweet

newamericaca: New #nextca group debating piecemail approach vs overhauling all of #prop13.
6 days ago retweet

mugwump2: And once again, white men dominate the convo, blind to their privilege, spouting heartless nonsense. #NextCA
6 days ago retweet

barracudasf: $quote fr/ last night: 2/3 of *voters* r middle-class older white ppl, but 1/2 of state popn. are poor young POC. #NextCA
delib poll=voters
6 days ago retweet

newamericaca: my best guess of biggest policy winner of #nextca so far: unicameral legislature with more reps. biggest loser? Maybe #initiative reform.
6 days ago retweet

newamericaca: #nextca group talking about taxing churches, commercial property tax, and personal #prop13 assessments and hardships.
6 days ago retweet
nextcaorg: RT @TroySchneider: For those who were asking... @mugwump2 delivers! A (real-world) CA Gov org chart: http://t.co/k6iLDwc #NextCA
6 days ago  retweet
mugwump2: @barracudasf: "Underbelly of the liberal/conservative and racial divides." For #nextca, delegates should have looked like Calif. 2030.
6 days ago retweet

nextcaorg: #nextca participant: "My children look normal. They’re brown. I’m odd, b/c I’m only white person in family, & that’s what I love about CA.”
6 days ago 2 retweet

nextcaorg: #nextca Daniel Olivas “When times are bad, we can’t stop talking. That’s when we do start talking to each other. We can reach common ground”
6 days ago 2 retweet

planspark: Fun fact: Long Beach, CA was once called the "Iowa by the Sea" -- http://t.co/ZL0W3JJ #nextca
6 days ago retweet

nextcaorg: RT @chakra5la: Real citizens engaging in real dialogue about how to improve CA. exciting 2 see strangers become inspired friends... #NEXTCA
6 days ago retweet

drernie: What’s Next California: Participant Guide - Deliberative Poll | #NextCA
http://bit.ly/j7dr6x
6 days ago retweet

nextcaorg: #nextca Panelist Sen Michael Rubio @ delib poll: "It starts with us, with asking the right questions. Accountability starts with us."
7 days ago 2 retweet

mugwump2: @joemmathews Participant in #nextca group are quoting from "California Crackup"
7 days ago retweet

wheresheisnow: #NextCA Participant: we really need an org chart of CA government
7 days ago retweet
joemmathews: #nextca participant from Imperial Co fears realignment hurts poorer communities. Her county needs help in emergencies, quakes.
7 days ago  retweet
barracudasf: +1 MT @joemmathews: for all my grumbling, this is fascinating worthwhile thought-provoking event. Makes you proud 2 b a Californian. #nextca
7 days ago  retweet

troyschneider: #NextCA Participant: we really need an org chart of CA government
7 days ago  retweet

schmac: @joemmathews Participant in #nextca group are quoting from "California Crackup"
7 days ago  C2 retweet

westcenter: Courage citizens! Issues at stake in What's Next California wonky enough to make our eyes glaze over too. Hope you can stay focused! #NextCA
7 days ago  retweet

mugwump2: #nextca participant pushing back: remember the people who designed this have an agenda, and if we don't like this, we need to tell them.
7 days ago  retweet

joemmathews: #nextca group now wants a commission of counties, like CRC #wedrawthelines, to figure out state-local #realignment
7 days ago  retweet

newamericaca: Just a small sample of the #nextca participants discussing what's next for CA. http://lockerz.com/s/114123615
7 days ago  retweet

joemmathews: #nextca: great unhappiness in this sub-group with materials on state-local. not clear. "Wacky" ideas with no clear underlying principles...
7 days ago  retweet

newamerica: Great Photos from What's #NextCA Deliberative Poll | http://t.co/txbeh6A
7 days ago  retweet
joemathews: my best guess of biggest policy winner of #nextca so far: unicameral legislature with more reps. biggest loser? Maybe #initiative reform.

7 days ago  2  retweet
revivingca: Great discussion n prisons-short discussion that dealt with recidivism, jobs, 3 strikes and local control WOW #NextCA
7 days ago retweet

nextcaorg: How Deliberative Polling works: http://ow.ly/5qdKd #NextCA
7 days ago retweet

nextcaorg: RT @barracudasf Participant: "my mindset is not in lack, it is in hope and abundance." what a beautiful viewpoint. #NextCA
7 days ago retweet

lizsf: #nextca deliberator: there's a minimum wage, there should be a MAXIMUM wage!
7 days ago retweet

barracudasf: RT @joemmathews: Consensus of experts: unicameral good, and legislature too small, each lawmaker representing too many people. #nextca
7 days ago retweet

westcenter: Journalists: Are any of you paying any attention to What's Next California deliberative poll? #NextCA. I don't see any coverage. Why not?
7 days ago retweet

intellitics: Collectively, #nextca participants asking a broad range of questions related to CA initiative process. Useful answers from expert panel.
7 days ago retweet

joemmathews: Smart conversation here, as smart as anything in #calegislature. But still lots of confusion and misstatements of fact #nextca
7 days ago retweet

joemmathews: Best comment from #nextca deliberator so far: "I'm not sure I want the #cabudget on the ballot. That's why I elect those yahoos"
7 days ago retweet
joemmathews: At deliberative poll in torrance.
Watching #caprops discussion with @intellitics #nextca
nextcaorg: Handy spot to watch & interact with the #NextCA waterfall: http://ow.ly/5qghU @barracudasf @intellitics @lizsf @newamericaca

7 days ago retweet

intellitics: As was announced last night, the group discussion is mostly self-organized. Facilitator staying out if it, not driving the convo. #nextca

7 days ago retweet

newamerica: "What's Next California?" conference is humming today. Follow @NextCaOrg and #NextCA for updates on how Californians would fix California

7 days ago retweet

nextcaorg: Welcome to Day 2! New #NextCA videos now online incl. interviews w/ participants and coverage of the kickoff news conf. http://t.co/XkD3kDB

7 days ago retweet

nextcaorg: Day 1: Organizers and Participants Set the Scene at the What's #NextCA Deliberative Poll: http://t.co/gD3d7Dn

7 days ago retweet

barracudasf: According to one source I talked to tonight, at least a few people in Sacramento support #nextca concept and are following very closely.

7 days ago retweet

lizsf: Upon hearing about a husband who hadn't read a newspaper in 30 yrs, the ladies at my table said they wouldn't be married to that guy #nextca

7 days ago retweet

barracudasf: +1 MT @DanAncona: Don't get me wrong, I <3 delib democracy, think #NextCA is great idea. Just need leadership diversity, good ideas.

7 days ago retweet

westcenter: Scholarly research on "deliberative polls": http://bit.ly/klqg6j #nextCA
intellitics: There's a whole lotta California in this Marriott Zen Garden, and I can already hear them talk politics. Good atmosphere! ;-) 
#nextca
**#nextca**

**danancona**: Here's the #NextCA participant guide. They illustrate the regressive CA tax code clearly but offer no solutions. http://t.co/BCpnDs4

8 days ago  retweet

**barracudasf**: Wonder if endless Scantron forms gives @NextCAorg's delib poll participants sympathy for #NCLB kids #NextCA

8 days ago  retweet

**movecafwd**: Fishkin: Setting agenda/choosing initiatives via informed deliberation is unique, not done since ancient Athens #initiatives #NextCA #CAGov

8 days ago 2 retweet

**eekim**: Daniel Stid’s refreshing, insightful viewpoint on the opportunity for civic engagement in California. http://t.co/jttImpy #NextCA

8 days ago  retweet

**nextcaorg**: Fishkin: 70% of questions asked in deliberative polls across 16 countries have changed significantly with deliberation #NextCA #CAGov

8 days ago 2 retweet

**nextcaorg**: Gearing up for the #nextca kick-off news conference from Torrance, starting at 2:30 PM PST. Tune in: http://action.nextca.org/stream

8 days ago  retweet

**nextcaorg**: Can California Slow Down and Deliberate? | NBC Los Angeles http://t.co/9WW7nSR via @propzero #NextCA

8 days ago  retweet

**joemmathews**: Thanks again to @eekim @KristinCobble @intellitics Tim Cavanaugh @reasonmag for pieces on #NextCA http://t.co/fuVB9xe

8 days ago  retweet

**intellitics**: New post: "Three Op-Eds On 'What's Next California'" (touches on the value of negative feedback) -- http://t.co/oagyT3r
nextcaorg: What's #NextCA Deliberative Poll begins 2day in Torrance! Welcome & thx in advance: participants/panelists/observers /media & everyone online
8 days ago 2 retweet
Progressive Era reform, CA's been the heartland of the nation's political experimentation:

newamericaca: Ever since signature

http://ow.ly/5p5Ei #nextca

8 days ago  retweet

Eekim: My op-ed w/ @KristinCobble on deliberative polling, @NextCAorg, and the future of California.

http://t.co/BaTa75a #nextca

9 days ago  retweet

nextcaorg: RT @lenny_mendonca: A grp of citizens, engaged in new kind of polling, set to tackle CA's problems

http://t.co/OkzkHPa #nextca

10 days ago  retweet

Intellitics: Another great comment from Craig Paterson:

http://t.co/XqmlhjW #nextca

10 days ago  retweet

nextcaorg: New: #NextCA participants guide to deliberation on #representation #initiatives #taxation & #StateLocal http://t.co/JMSKguG #DeepDive

10 days ago  retweet

nextcaorg: Deliberative poll participants are starting to "check in" via FB and nextca.org!

Looking forward to Friday... #nextca

facebook.com/NextCAorg

12 days ago  retweet

nextcaorg: RT @westcenter: This could get interesting. What do Californians really want? 1st ever deliberative poll 6/24-25:

http://ow.ly/5jNXS #nextca

15 days ago  retweet

newamericaca: Looking forward to the initiative process and legislative representation panel at @nextca summit:

http://ow.ly/5hV5e #nextca
nextcaorg: RT @movecafw: Fred Keeley: Taking reform debate to the people (feat. @KUSP podcast) | http://t.co/fA1tu2y via #cafwd blog #nextca
newamericaca: How do we get more Californians to talk about politics and engage with the process? http://ow.ly/5cbIz #nextca
24 days ago | retweet

newamericaca: The Three Faces of California Politics: http://ow.ly/5cIVR /by @troyschneider #nextca
25 days ago | retweet